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About This Game

Climb aboard your vehicle and become the master of the track! 5d3b920ae0

Title: Voxel Race
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits
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Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4

English

voxel race steam. voxel race game. voxel race steam. voxel race game. voxel rush 3d racer apk. voxel rush 3d racer apk. voxel
rush 3d racer apk. voxel race steam. voxel race game

My 5 year old says "I don't like it because the car is controlling itself, but I do like the game. I want thumbs across.". Really bad
physics.. Played it for about an hour and then it started spawning two cars piled on top of one another as a glitchy undriveable
mess AND the camera stopped tracking with the car. uninstalled and reinstalled. didn't fix it.. Great little game! Can't wait for
the full release.. Played it for about an hour and then it started spawning two cars piled on top of one another as a glitchy
undriveable mess AND the camera stopped tracking with the car. uninstalled and reinstalled. didn't fix it.. Garbage. No clear
instructions, overly sensitive controls and you can't even mount the pavement.. Simple nice voxel car racing game great for a
casual gameplay - extremely cheap - customize your car and race against the clock or against your friends. Can I recommend
this game? No, not at all. The customization is absolutely minimal, only a few select parts, only a handful of colours, and the
same goddamn route all over again, with unreliable traffic that just straight-up stops you dead in your tracks. It'd be better if it
actually had something happen with the collision, actually had racing (since racing against the same
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 time, over and over again, is just very stupid), and actually had more maps and more
customization. Rating? 3/10. It's lightly amusing but that's as far as it actually gets.. Garbage. No clear instructions, overly
sensitive controls and you can't even mount the pavement.. Very bad game with bad acceleration and unexpected high graphic
requirements.Also the music was just terrible.
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